Amend by substitution, the Resolution entitled “School to Work Programs”.

**Rationale:** The Resolution was reviewed and required many updates, according to the research found and therefore, the Board of Managers concluded that the best way to move this Resolution would be by substitution, with one motion versus several motions.

**SCHOOL TO WORK PROGRAMS**

Whereas, Pennsylvania PTA believes that every child should be provided with an education that will prepare them to pursue a career or further academic training; and

Whereas, *School to Work* programs enable students to be competitive in an ever-changing global economy by providing a variety of work-based learning experience including job shadowing, mentoring, intensive work-based learning, career exploration and career counseling; and

Whereas, *School to Work* programs provide opportunities to a broad-based cross-section of students, integrating classroom instruction and work experiences to make learning relevant; therefore, be it

Resolved, That Pennsylvania PTA and its constituent associations encourage family representation on committees and planning groups for local *School to Work* programs which include participation in planning, goal-setting, reviewing and evaluating programs; and be it further

Resolved, That Pennsylvania PTA and its constituent associations promote the *School to Work* concept to businesses and industries within their communities and urge collaboration and cooperation with the education community.